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There seems to be a stronghold in this place for men. 

I felt thrones and rulers for SC. Angel quickening me 

  

I am unlocking a system that has been in place. The headship of family has been put out of place. Honor 

and majesty will be aliened. I will expose the unrepentive, but the innocent will not be denied. 

 

Watch what I do to the leaders in this state. I will restore the hope of families and remove disgrace. The 

windows will be open I will remove the ungodly branch that holds sexual immorality, it will be like taking 

out the trash.  

 

There has been a heart cry from these who are her. That has brought the sound of supplication to my ear.  

You will see how I will move from The Throne. Mercy and forgiveness will bring justice to My own.  
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Aslan's Place, Basic Notes, May 24th 

Paul opened with stories 

Lion of Judah Chariots of Fire Slides with scriptures on Lion of Judah 

Neh 1:9 Parts Talked about the discernment beginning in 2017 of the Lion of Judah and about 
parts becoming whole. The Lion roars, the parts are dislodged, the chariots of fire being back 
the parts and they are integrated  

Eph 4:11-13 until... unity of the faith 

Paul's dreams Joints infected and filled with trash 

Psalm 133 Oil poured over Aaron The blessing-Life forevermore 

Lady discerning elemental spirits or periodoc table? for later? 

Paul talked about power and holiness in the church 

Is 44 Gates into dimensions Doors into the Kingdoms 

PAUL This is a new gate tied to the Lion of Judah 

Written on the gate: Behold I am thy God You are My People Behold I am doing a new thing 
Lady seerGate is grand, wide, ornate with heavenly writing PAUL - double doored gate PAUL - I 
am the God Who heals you DAWN - Life forevermore 

Everyone went through the gate Music - Grace Williams - open the gates Deliverance began 

Stepped into doors 1. Righteousness 2. Justice 

Someone smelled Cassia Exodus 30:22-25 Psalm 45:8 

Paul asked if the oil was to be poured over us. YES Discerned through Urim & Thummim 

Paul has scroll in mouth handed to Dawn (this part was typed on Paul's computer) 

The oil was poured over us DEBBIE - Golden in color PAUL-  smells cinnamon, feels oil, 
deliverance (witchcraft leaving) 

We are going to talk more about the Tree of Life and the River of Life 

Last 
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Exodus 30:22-25 

Psalm 45 

 

My Beloved, for I have loved you with an everlasting lve.  A   love that is forevermore , life 
forevermore. Wow I feel like someone else is going to have part of this. 

 

Lord 

 

(pause) asking 

 

I see this lady in the back. 

I feel like I should share something else 

 

I was taking to Barbara Prker who wroter Dream? 

We went up an elevator I saw a mass agrid that looked dark asked where are we gong we are 
going t a place aof grace… 

I see a pool far away as we start running and jumping I see you have made my feet as hinds 
place 

 

.. 

After asking IHHe said it is liquid onyx.  Fully submerged, I saw the Lord Abba Father was laying 
back floating in a place of grace.  Saying I want you to say here in the palce forever. Hold to my 
right hand 

Saw slimmy snake  

Saw earth shattering roar. Snake disappeared, said no evil is allowed here. 

Jesus lLions always appear when I need deliverance. I asked if I need deliveriance He said yes. 

Barbara said it was lie a ? device 



It was around my waist. The lord took it off. So I asked the Lord. He said I was still there. 

Barabara wrote a book called Dreams.  She said I had a place a some time in the dimension 
where I experience something like the Cross 

For by grae are you saved by faint and not of works 

Before coming here ,Iwas getting gas.  Saw the angel with a scroll. And said what is that it’s a 
scroll, just stay there it will come later. 

 

Some how I see that The Lord was showing its relevance 

 

The scroll: 

 

The Blood of Jesus makes you free , the Blood of Jesus makes you free, walk in victory, walk in 
righteousness, not yours mine. Walk in victory. 
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I feel the Captain of the Host. 

Lots of Elders 

Are we at the Throne of 24 Elders. 

Michael the Ach Agnel is here, Gabriel is here, 

What is going on 

I hear the Book is opened 

 

The Armies of God is raging roar, the Captain is really ticked 

There is war in Heaven 

Daniel 7:22  

There is more warfare 

There are clashing swords 

He is holding blueprInts pointing for them to strike 

JUDGEMENT DAY 

He reminded me of narrorwing the scope to hit the mark 

The warefare is tense,  

He said He would show us the vengencce 

(in tongues) 

Oh man He is, like someone Is putting a poker in my head, the warfare is intensifying 

The last 9 days The Lord has highlighted the colr red; red has been effecting things, it will be the 
last card the cleas the light that hits you. watch for red 

 

I am seeing galazies, but the red is like the vastness of space, it looks like war and hat part is red 

- I was reminded I was praing for a young man with cance of the brian 
-   



- Lord I apply the Blood of Jesus to the inside,to the root, to anything that is not correct. I 
saw the blood from the inside out. So protect allt he healthy scell. There is something 
about the red blood celss touch of hedron 

What gives the enemy the right to block from that touch of Hedron to the hliving soul, to the 
body so that everything is effected by right; 

This is Jesus Life; Jehovah Rapha, I am The God that heals. 

The Victorious Cross 

I feel His loving kindness really strong 

Feeling coolness, feel the warring going on and He is the Captain of the Host 

I feel Michael Gabriel, the Rainbow Angel,  

I am hearing the scripture that we come to Mount Zion, and it speaks to the Blood of Jesus 

(in tongues) 

They are still warring,  

Its like the galaxy of starts; the battle is getting  more intense; they are multi-tasking 

 

But ye have come t Mount Zion the City of the Living God…and to God the judge of all and to 
the Spirit of the Righteous made perfect. Hebrews 12:22 

 

Dimension ; the enemy can only go so far; I saw your finger waring and it set off something like 
a bee hive; when the warfare broke loose it set a sound in the Heavens that we were coming in 
the spirit and the sound went off. 

 

Read the Book; I have the scroll 

 

We are working in synergies; 

Am I my daughters keeping we are looking for justince; when the said reed; it is Jesus; When 
the blood cries out it is the finish work of the cross 

They have overstepped their boundaries in the way they have attacked us. The Lord is doing in 
this hour;  



When she read Dawn read Heb 12:22 it is the Blood, which covers, heals, reconciled, redeemed; 
enugh is enough I am going to set things right. Thank you Jesus 

 

One more red comment; We travelled a good part of the country; Sherwin Wood it’s the red 
paint covering the earth.  

The warfare is still going on; we need to shout before the Lord because Judah goes first 

 (shout praises to The Lord) Worthy is the Lamb 

 The enemies have gone in full retreat. The Captain of the Host is seated on a horse prohaps. 
The enemy has scattered, the Army of God is in full pursit. Lord w have had enough. 

 

The Captain of Host is cheering the army on.   

There is power coming from the army, they are booking and the Captain of the Host is 

Let the Lord arise and His enemies be scattered. 

Last night The Lord had me reread about the sons of God Mt Kizadeik because he was 
announcing the victory. 

I feel like they have been announcing all day today. 

I do feel Mt ezedek interceding for new revelation. 

As soon as you said that he is really prayig tot the Father, this like a major intercession.  We 
need to waitin.  I like to feel you Jesus re : Mt. Kezedek 

 

I feel the prayers going up.  Now the Captain of the Host is starting to move again. Its almost 
like the Captain of the Host got bigger. I hear the Word He got new armor.  Like His feet a 
covered with something flapping. 

 

I got end time battles. 

 

Jesus intercedeing, I see His face. When He was praying 1 time with sweats of blood. I see drops 
of blood 

 

This is a BIG deal; 



 

I see Him coming and He is what we would say as tall as the statue of Liberty and He is pulling 
everything from left to right as we come through. 

 

There’s a phrase in Revelation, the wrath of the Lamb. I feel like God has risen off of His Throne 
and is it is like a bow and arrow and it is terrifygin. 

 

This not the Passover lamb, He is coing in His warth as the Lion of Judah, 

I feel hHim coming as life, Son of Man, as Lion of Judah, Melchezidek (symbol of unity) mutili 
dimensional nature is fully manifested. 

The war is increasing. The armies are warring again, there is some new area that they have 
attacked now, in domain or dimension. I feel new ? has been taken from The Lord now this is 
being retrieved recovered, taken back.  O the battle is really testifying.  

 

 Iniquity is being removed from the land in a day Zach 3:9 

 

Host (word for Army) propelling into the land like superman; like multi-dimensional. 

 

Below the stone is one 

Now listen Joshua the high priest, indeed they are men who are assembled, behold the stone 
that is set forth before Joshua and I will remove the iniquity from the land in one day. Everyone 
will invite his neighbor to sit in  (Zach 3:9) 

 

- Joshua was given charge of the courts (feel like it is in that same passage) 

We are in the sason of 5779 which is ending but this is the gateway, I see lights; like the gates of 
hell lights are shutting down. 

 

The battle has entensified; this is a fierce battle. Lord Jesus we askt that you would empower 
your Host. Lord we want you to take back this ground wherever this area is . 



There are lots of battles, it is really intense, it is intensifying. Lord what is the nature of this 
battle;  

It is for the harvest, for the billions of souls battle.  

Stacy Campbell has been w/Patricia King; Living Stone prophecy; talked about the DNA and the 
Cube, in the brick.  

It is not without observation that this is Memorial Day weekend. 

 

2007 (Stacy Cambell) When John the Baptist said behold the Lamb of God. All the structures 
broke down. First in body… everything that he knew broke down.  The life is in the stone., the 
DNA is in the brick. God is buidlign the church… and a light coes out of the stone and al the 
stones come out of the temple in the idle of the stone. There is no light but in the temple in the 
middle fot he stone. A nd the stones and the structinre are coming down and anew whinsteone 
is being built.  The  peole are saying si this the one the structure… but what is coming the 
harvest but what is coming in one structure….the church as you know it willn ever be the same. 
And this is the key the life is in the brick. Livin stone they are alive, (3x’s) te kiey is not to discern 
the form but todiscern the brick… whenveryou discern the form w/o fiscerning the form you 
hwill have a temparay structure…. You will bein to let the old stones go with the young stones 
(Job2 and Acts 2) its coming again, its coing again and when you discern the stones correctly 
you are bulding a multi-? That hod the l ife there will be a multiplicity of containiens … like the 
bride adorns (Rev 21 the new Jerusalem is like the bride.  Wh… and they will build a contain ing 
for the time of the House and presence of God. 

 

Andi if yoits too small and willnever be able to ontain what God has done on the earth. 

 

Jan 2007, I had stop going to church. I had not bee in a long time. I was looking out the paline. 
Lord I know what I have come from but what am Igoing to and I remember I had dreams that I 
would pastor in the church Lor asked, do you want to go back to that.   

No but what am I going to  

 

Brian aske ddo you want to go go to the moving Brian a to go Sunday at 1AM 

Saw the movine inception, started in a theater 11 on a Sunday mrongin, knew that old structure 
finally roke fof of me. We now hwave a fellowship at Aslans place 

 



Tried to reconcile the church is the bride of Crist, we are the living stones as the bride , for the 
New Jerusalem … 

The ware has been intensified; whatever is being warred for hmust be really signifanctly 

- I feel the war is hdling the samp (Amerian REvoltuon US rrecords show over 80% of wars 
happen in S. Battle of Kings Mounta (there was only red coat that was not born of 
American soldiers) brother fighting brother. 

- Fergunson was turned bcack; we are stiting strategically to where the battles took place. 

Reading about the stones (Ps 118) the emompass me about like bees; they are uendch as the 
fire of the Lord.. the Lord is my strength and song and has become my salvation… the right hand 
of the Lord doet violently…. Opene ot me the gates of righteousness.  Open to me the gates of 
righteousness and I will go intot hem. This gate of the Lord for which the righteous has 
entered… This is the Lord’s doing…. This is the day the Lord has made and we will rejoice and be 
glad in it. 

 

He is releasing according to Deut 7:20 Adonai your God will sent a hornet before them… the 
Lord has shown me and confirmed through another; it’s a special forces. 

 

 

Horness; I feel like thes are righteous beings; the word host can be singular or plural. (The bees 
have compass round about) the Host of Heaven going after the bees. 

This is the world of the Lord to Zerebubal, not by power not by might by my spirt.. e will bring 
for th the to.. the hand of Zerebabel has laid a foundation… Zach 4:6-10. 

 

Inner break; although the war is still going on. 

  



Book referenced: The Wind Swept Us 

Novel starts w/a preface and he said this part is history it is not fiction and he talked about 2 
rituals 1 on the Vatican ground by high level Roman Catholics; Charleston is on the 33rd parallel 
and the ritual was to dedicate the earth to Lucifer. The theory is that he was take out (it is said 
he died in Manhattan) 33rd degree goes through Charleston and Columbia.  

 

Janet Green: 

The oil burns some times.  

Zach 4 (entire chapter read) (which version) 

 

Lampstand;- 7 gold; (demonstrated) olive tree (female on left side) male on the right; 

Power of the Spirit of God; oil drip out of the tree into the pikes and goes into the 7 pickets and 
into the candle and the oil burns your back. 

 

Zach 4 Lord I would discern the golden pipes. 

The pipes have oil that bils 

 

I feel the power. The Lord is rejuvenation the power; 

Revelation 11:1,4 says (the two witness are the olive trees) these are the two olive trees 

Saw bowl full of fire knew the gold was connected but couldn’t see the full teaching. 

Reference the movie “the two witnesses” 

 

…..Promise I would see with my eyes part of the… when sitting the battle was intensifying The 
Lord picked me up, held me up and pointed to different parts of the battlefield and showed 
who was dong what and I saw each one get annihilated. 

- During this afternoon I was getting constantly the word ‘resistant’ when the circuit 
board was displayed.  The anger and the resistance came together. 

- Anger due to resistance rather my ways… Yeshua did what He saw the Father do why do 
you not also do what the Father do. Stop  (John 5) 



I want o apologize to you as a pastor couae… most you have found out the no one wants to 
know what you know. What an amzing group of people you are.  The church is full of such 
people and ?? 

 

The are confining us becae ; what would it be like if the pastor released the people and allowed 
God to do what He does. 

 

Heard Washington DC when speaking about the battle. 

- Yesterday I had this pain (in back) went home was fine; but when I come in here I hear it 
maybe its war. (feeling the power of God and the pipes) somehow they are attached. I 
feel healing. 

- Essentially all pain is not always; whenever I learn something new the pain really 
intensified. The Lord trains you to recognize it.  Friend was having pain in back & 
buttocks  which went away when left SC.  

o Or the pain could have been the power of God protecting you from what is here. 

Feel spirit gates being adjusted, alignments taking place. 

What would give the enemy rights to touch the ? – Mt Sinai, when The Lord was coming down. 
The people said they did not want to hear from God. Said, “We wll not go (Deut. He said, “And 
you would not go” it is not tied to unbelief but is ‘rejecting God.’  

o Adam rejected God and chose Eve) 
- Matt 23:13– but you shut of the Kingdom of Heaven for  

o Lord I would like to discern the living stones. Rubic cubes are being adjusted; the 
living stones are being aligned; there’s a vast of readjustments.  

o More sophisticated; sub atomic parts can be in two location simultaneous and 
spin fast creating energy;… readjusting simultaneously 

o I feel major adjustments. 
 We will not go up and that 2 Cor. 3 (read the entire chapter KJV)  

• On stones.. 
• The vale (wonder if that is whats on the sandrhedran. The people 

feared the glory that was on Moses face. Moses was vain that he 
didn’t want the people that the glory was lessening. 

• The people were afraid of it 1) 
o Two points hightlighted but both were not identified 

• Is the shell what was on the touch of the Sanhedran  
• Question: 

o When Jesus fills the living stone 



o Is it a generational issue where the people say we will 
follow God to point. Jesus we will follow you to a point.  
Jesus we will follow you for salvation but we will not be 
intimate with you. 

o This goes to where we started about the  
o The spirit gates are being aligned, I also feel the Spirit of 

Life. 
o Spirit gate is going on in the heart. 

Physical sense and touch; spirit gates are bing adjusted. It is tied to whatever is 

  THE BOOK 

 What is the book 

Heard the Book of Life,  The Tree of Life.  The book is not just a book with names in it but IT IS 
LIFE. We have tree of Life, Jesus is Life, The  

 

Jehovah is m salvation Jehovat is my light, Jehovah is my path. Jehovah is my torch, Jehovah is 
my shield, In me is Life. I am the Light of the world, I light every man that comes into it. I feel 
like this is a tongue that I cannot interpret. 

Lord I ask you to discern the tongue of men.  (speaking in tongues) 

Bread of Life (interpretation of the tongues spoken) 

I feel like this word is locked up,  

Lord I remove that off of this 

The coding of the touch of hedran. Felt like a metal plate, stars, evil that is tied to the stars. 
Ungodly seiphim, false worship.  When you choose not to go up what are the results. The 
golden idols ( 

 

WHEN YOU CHOOSE NOT TO GO UP THEN YOU ENTER INTO THE FALSE WORSKHIP YOU 
WORSHIP PASTORS, TRADITIONS. Traditions is part of the covering.  It is an antichrist system. 

We have believed a lie that maybe we do not need to follow Christ all the way. You may be 
saved but if you still choose not to be obedient and to go into other systems we put the coding 
on. t 

If He’s not the Lord of all than He is not The Lord at all 

 



When we resist the move of God then we put it on us 

-Donna another scroll;  ask can I open the scroll.  

I am seeing the verse; why are you hiding your light under the bushel. Matt 6:22 ; Luke 11:33; 
no man when he lightedh a candle puts it under a bushel 

 

- The light is restricted. 

The scroll; there are 4 angels. Need 4 other people to stand up (4 chosen) 

I keep thinking; that’s what it si to wak out our salvation. Its to love himt he way He loves us. If 
we love Him then we will pusue our lover. 

 

Ps. 24 :1-5 ; if you stay in the valley in the camp than it is inevitable that you will worship the 
idols. You have to go after. You either have to stay or go forward. 

- The fearful, those that are fearful. 
- Do you not know who I am  
- The light (is there a 4th color on the pyramid) visiable light has frequency. To get to 

white light there has to be unity of all of the colors….You can see which human is 
furthering the process by how bright they are. Don’t know what the coding is. 

- We are the one who counts; we are redeemed the light shine forardd.  We chose rather 
we allow… our church culture, our culture. This dims the light. WE DIM THE LIGHT 

- The ministry of the prophet book – a testimony dealing with him over this fact. He covet 
the teaching ministry so he did more teaching and did  not develop and walk in the 
prophetic. So he ignored the prophetic altogether.  Whenever you ignore the prophetic 
then you will casue that pain to return. 

Shake the dust off your feet. When you go into the house there is very little light. If they do 
not receive you and you leave and dust your feet, there will be no light in that house. 

 

Matt 6:22-23 (passion version) read: 

- Pastors makes decisions because of money. Need to feed the system. 
- Said to the Lord would you just give me 10 people that will follow you. 

o God comes in judgment 
o The 2 that came the strongest against PC both are now dead. 

 Died because of stubbornness (would not go to the doctor) 
 Said no one is going to take my church from me 

o A lot of time we cant hear him because we have our own agenda 



o Lord has been speaki gto me about the Blood and communion.  Adam 
understood the blood because he understood. Adam understood that is the way 
to the Father, they taught their son’s but Cain rejected it and therefore rejected 
the way to th Father. 

o Communion if we don’t finish the true work of Christ then we don’t know how to 
discern the body (PC no hit) 

o We are doing all of these generational prayers but We are the problems 
Thegenerations coming behind us we do not teach it 

NOW THERE IS WARFARE: 

This is about the light. I heard The Lord say, come up here with me. Okay, Lord 
where are we ging.  We are goin to my sentinel room. When I got to where He was 
he was dressed in purpole, I was dressed inpurlple. 

This is place where we montor the earth. Because the darkness is becoming greater, 
my people have began to believe that the enemy is winning I feel the power. The 
Lord is rejuvenation the power; 

Revelation sayshe problem is twethey are focusing toomuch on the darkeness. Weh 
you focus on the darkness that is what you get. The only way you can… 

 

----We are in a way they need to use the weapon f warfare that I have given them, 
that is the Blood of the Lamb and that is my testimony. 

 I choose freedom;  
 Prayer; we realize the battle has began Lord speak to us in the night time. 
 We are ready and able and willing to receive whatever you want to tell us 

tonight. 
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Instead of it being life giving it is life taking: 

 

My Children,  be not deceived for I am with you. I am mighty more powerful than anything that 
comes against you. Be at peace, remain in peace. My joy is fluid and flows within you.  

(feeling hits, judging the words) 

- Who has the rest of it? 

Seek ye first the Kingdom and Hs righteousness, His love is made complete ad His joy. Our 
unions that are not of Him are negative in this negative hour 

And I eat you and take away his true love. 

It jumps power up and down for when we not in the Lords will in any type of ? unto we 

Are scattering His true purpose into all these different ungodly realms and that is why He calls 
us His children and to be completely focused on His love. 

 

And when we go awy from him in any way sexually it is scatters; and ?? 

 

- And guilt and then Satan manifest off of that and continues to loop after that 
 It is a repeating pattern 
 There is now no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus. 
 Some have been victims and some have cooperated. The Lord wants to set us free 

 

  



A song is heard: 

 

I’m free indeed, in Christ Im free in deed. N chains are holdng me, its who I hoose to be 

I choose to be free, free 

I chose to be free 

Free indeed 

I choose to be free 

Free 

I choose to be free 

Free indeed 

I am free indeed 

In Christ I’m free indeed 

No chains are holding me 

Its who I choose to be 

In Christ I’m free in deed  

No chains are holding me. 

 

DOROTHY: 

A Fire is felt, The Lord’s wrath. 

 

Tears are felt 

Come people, ome my people come out come out 

Ome and do the work I alled you to do 

All you have to do is surenedr and ask of me I will guide you I will not lead you down the wrong 
path I will guide you 

It breaks y heart, it breaks my heart when you don’t stand up for what is right 

I want justice I want stice for my people. Ive given yo the rights and the authority to stand up 
for my p eople. 



 

Just say es, yes to your will yes to your way 

 

Yes Lord. 

 

(Prayer of repentance and breakage of sexual sin) 

 

- I am draining the swamp. 
- Lord please drain the swamp of all evil tide to this. 
-   

Song of Freedom: 

 

I am free indeed in Christ I’m free indeed 

I choose to be free;  

 

-- 

I am hearing The Lord say victory is mine, victory is yours. 

He wants us to see his vengeance on the enemy 

Our eyes will see the reward of the wicked. 

 

Generational prayers of the Thrones. Artesian wells, the water that comes out of artesian 
wells are free and are good for the body as well. 

Mary had to receive of Christ Counsel and of might as we received from you and He takes it 
further. 

eive the word from Gabriel for it to be manifested. As we receive the imadi;treated  
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Elijah here with message 

Paul connected with Rob Gross 

There is a shift.  The heavenly places are shifting. Revolution, Revolution, Revolution.  There is a 
revolutionary was that is budding in your region. The shift will bring about the birthing for the move of 
the anointing. It’s the place on my life, the anointing of Elijah to break the yoke, to release parents and 
children from captivity, to restore families, to restore government, to restore the marketplace. The 
revelation will start first as a revival move. The spirit of Elijah that is upon me will begin to turn the 
hearts of the fathers back to the children in tenderness. A new revolution will begin to come forth in 
greater detail of how I am going to shift the thinking of my people, it’s a shift of mindsets.  It’s a shift 
from the heart to the heart between the generations. Fathers reveal THE Father and so as I heal and 
restore the family unit, a new revelation of Papa God will begin to come forth that will transition from 
revival to reformation and transformation to an all out revolutionary war against the enemy. Revolution. 
Stand to attention. Revolution is coming for I am seeding the way for those who are in the deep, those 
who are in the depth of my love, those who have been hidden away from the enemy. It is time to train 
for war, but it is a time of release from captivity. Many heroes will come forth from your region, mighty 
warriors, men and women of God. It all starts with the family. One family at a time, one home at a time. 
As you said Paul weeks ago, the leaves of the trees are for the household healing of the nations. That is 
the revolution. It starts with the oikos, it starts in your home, it starts with you. If you heal the man, you 
will heal your land. Did I not heal Cornelius and his entire household? You would not be seated where 
you are seated today if it were not for Cornelius coming to the Lord. One man can change a nation, one 
man can change millions of believers for the future. It’s all about legacy, It’s all about Elijah restoring the 
orphan. Just like Elijah went into the upper room restored the widow’s son. Elijah is going to restore the 
orphan, so that my sons and daughters may arise. 

Paul – Do you feel the power? 

Rob - The river is here 
Paul – I feel the river of God now 
Rob - There is Authority in the river, authority of Elijah 
Perception for testing – sensing that God want to do a demonstration through Elijah of healing for some 
who have been victimized during childhood or otherwise and some kind of freedom will take place 
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Michael 

You have leveled the platform for justice.  Now it is time to trust it.  You no longer have to ask 
me for what is already done for you hold the key for the region to bring in the true sons.  There 
is a correction in the judicial system where truth has been denied but in the midst of the 
disclosure the resurrection will not be denied.  For if you believe it John (John the Baptist) 
completed what the depth of reality is no longer needed.  For if you have ears to hear Elijah is 
here.  For he is the resurrection and the life for those who have lived and died but is he not the 
resurrection for the living for the life that never dies.  For a generation awaits to walk through 
this gate for your supplication have been heard by the throne and the least of these it will not 
be too late.  There is restoration for the headship of families for the hearts of the fathers to the 
children and the children to the fathers.  For the true branch is established and I will restore the 
father’s honor.  You are moving the political platform that has been in the way but I am healing 
the souls of the spiritual leaders and in the exposure, there will be no more delay.  I will unravel 
the ungodly networks so the true ones will come in so your investments are worth it.  This is 
where the restoration of the next generation begins.   
 
For Zion agrees to rebuild the ancient ruins for you love justice and I will remove robbery from 
your midst because of the faith cry of agreement.  I will touch this land with a kiss. 
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